Dear Parents,
In the first Unit Of Inquiry- Who We Are- we, five graders, had so much fun. Along with celebrating the Fall Festival we did
some awsome things as well. You could read below the summary of the previous five weeks of school 

MATH: During the first unit of inquiry, in our class,
we focused on the review of what the girls already
knew. Graphs, Patterns, Place value and rounding
were covered again. Since in the UOI section the
girls were about to learn about geography, so
they needed to know about unit conversion and
area as well. so they struggled their way through
these two topics as well.

UOI: The girls explored the world during
the first unit of inquiry. we frist started
learning about the GEOGRAPHY of Iran;
Including its provinces, main cities, main
landforms and climate, and then we moved
to the continents and oceans. The girls
seemed to love it. As a personal project
they were each supposed to present all the
could find about a particular country or
city.

Unit
1

Language Art: In Language Art classes we
cover different skills: Reading, Writing,
Grammar and Vocabulary and Spelling. In
the first unit of inquiry the girls leraned
about "Genre": Tall Tales. Formal and
Informal language: Informal Letters. Parts of
Speech: Nouns, Verbs, Adjectives and
Adverbs. And they had vocabulary
worksheets to help them with spelling.

ICT: During the sessions we've been to the computer lab, the
gilrs have used MICROSOFT OFFICE software, and have
practically learned how to use MS Word and PowerPoint
more properly.

Field Trip:
In the first unit of inquiry, the five graders along with the six graders went on a field trip to an exhibition
called “Zahedaneh”. In this exhibition they learnt about Sistan and Baluchestan and the customs and
traditions of this province of Iran. They had a chance to see the handy crafts of the area and to taste some
of the local tea and cookie. They seemed to enjoy themselves while we were there.

